Orthorhombic WP co-catalyst coupled with electron transfer bridge UiO-66 for efficient visible-light-driven H2 evolution.
The abundant transition metal phosphides co-catalysts on the earth can satisfy the sustainable and clean solar H2 production through photocatalytic water splitting, which is promising to replace the rare precious metals, such as Pt, Au, Pd, Ru and so on. In this paper, we use the temperature-programmed solid phase method to prepare WP nanoparticles. Based on the Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations, we demonstrate that the WP nanoparticles possess outstanding electrical conductivity and excellent capability to transport electrons. WP nanoparticles are loaded onto the surface of UiO-66 via the ultrasound-assisted impregnation method to induce a highly efficient visible-light photocatalytic H2 production activity of 384 µmol in 5 h, which is 10.67 times than that of pure UiO-66. The catalytic performance is attributed to the excellent metallic conductivity and the favourable Fermi level position of WP nanoparticles. Further studies of PL, TRPL and Mott-Schottky curves, we can not only know that the modification of WP nanoparticles do improve the electron transfer ability, but also that the matched work functions between the EY and UiO-66 provides a feasible thermodynamic path for the transmission of electrons. Our work demonstrates that the earth-abundant transition metal phosphides material have the potential to construct cheaper and high catalytic performance photocatalysts.